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formed to study Divestment

Men
Several students. Trustees, facility, and administration hare been appointed to a committee to review the
Trustees' poller on the social implication of College investments.
The group's first meeting is April 23.
This action follows the April 5
Board of Trostees meeting at which
some forty students presented to the
Trostees a statement calling for
divestment of stock held by the College in companies doing business in
Sooth Africa.

John Fernandes, president of the
Student Government Association,
appointed the students to the committee. The stndents are Richard
Crovse, John Fernandes, Kate
Jones, Peter Losee and Josephine

bara Burnell in the Department of on the social implications of College
Economies, Claude Hintoa in investments and recommending to
Biology, James Bodges in History, the Board any modifications deemed
and Theodore Williams in desirable.
Chemistry. Administrative This latest action follows several
representatives are Glenn Bpeher, meetings of stndents with members
Robinson.
Dean of Faculty, and Paul if the Board's Investment CommitJohn Smelts, Trustee, was ap- - Orehovec, Director of Financial Aid tee during the past year. A small
committee chairman by and Associate Dean of Students. committee of students also has met
Kinted
ard Chairman John W. Poeock, John Pocock and Henry Copeland with administators and Trustees to
and other trustee appointments are will be ex officio.
review the social issues contained in
Marjorie Carlson, Dean Hopkins,
Committee members are charged the proxy statements of companies
Steve If inter, and James Wilson.
with reviewing the Trustees' policy in which the College owns shares.
Faculty appointments are Bar

Bernstein speaks in
Taylor

re-dedicat-

ion

Jeremy Berstein will be giving an
address as part of the Taylor
this Friday at 8 p.m. in
Freedlander Theatre.
According to a press release,
Berstein has been a professor of
physics at the Stevens Institute of
LJ
Techonology since 1887 and a staff
Fannie If. Lewis will present he writer for the "New Yorker"
perspectives on Female Black Inf magazine since 131. He has held aptellectuals tonight at 8 p.m.
pointments at The Institute for
Adanced Study, Brookhavea
Laboratory, CERN, Oxford

travel. Among his books are,"AIbert
Einstein," "Three Degrees Above
Zero,". "Mountain Passages," "Ascent," and "Science Observed." He
has won the
the VS.
Institute of
Physics since writing prizes, the
latter twice. He was awarded the
Brandeis Creative Arts Medal for
general nonaction. He is a fellow of
the American Physical Society and a
Benjamin Franklin Fellow of the
Royal Society of the Arts.
University, the University of
Bernstein was born in Rochester,
Islamabad and the Ecole New York, on December 31 and was
Polytechnique, as well as being an educated at Harvard University for
adjunct professor at the Rockefeller all three degrees.
University.
He has written some fifty
technical papers, twelve books and
The Black Women's Organization! numerous articles on popular
will present the Honorable Fannie science, mountain climbing and
If. Lewis, a council worn an of the
Hough Ward community in
Priority number draw for all
Cleveland, on April 18, 1888 at 8 p.m.
participating in upperclass
students
in McGaw ChapeL Her theme will be
room selection process was held
the Black Intellectual Woman.
yesterday, April 17. All other room
Lewis is an active and outspoken
selection dates and times are listed
member of her community and was
below. Prior to the room selection,
elected to the City Council in 1880.
you should visit available living
Housing, economic development,
units in order to familiarize yourself
crime reduction and improved
with the room types and other
human services are among her ma
Spaces will be
characteristics.
Hough
jor
the
Holden, Compton and
available
in
neighborhood. She' serves on the
Andrews for women, and in
Legislative committee oi city coun
Kenarden, Andrews and Armington
Vice-cha-ir
Develop
of Public
cil.
for men. Floor plans for these
ment and Service committee, ana a
5T;buildings will be posted no later than
member of Finance Chairwoman of
Monday, April 21, 1888.
and
Health and Human Services
Friday, April 18
Community Development CommitH
8:00 p.m.- - Wagner Lounge- - Room
tees. She is able to ensure that wara
selection
for all students accepted in
7 is
when it comes
Wagner
time for the City to allocate money
8:00 p.m.- - Babcock Dinning Room-Rooand services to the neighborhood
selection for all students acShe is also a member of P.I.C. Ex
cepted into Babcock
Comm and the P.I.C. Full Commit
8:00 p.m.- - Lowry Lower
"Summer Magic at The College Of Promenadetee If ember of the Round Table's
- Room selection for all
Wooster" will be presented by The students accepted
I Hnpyfog Committee,
into
The Black Women's Organizatiot Ohio Light Opera as the final Con- small houses
year
vocation
next
Tuesday,
of
the
will present an Intercultural Fair
Wed., April 23
with the Internationa' April 22, at 11 a.m. in Freedlander
Seniors select rooms- - Lowry 8:00
Theatre.
Stuart,
James
artistic
Students Association and the director of the Company; Dawn Har- p.m.
Women's Resource Center, on Apr!
Thurs., April 24
22, at 6 p.m. in Lowry Pit. There will ris, a principal soprano; and KenJuniors select rooms-- Lowry 6:00
a
Kramer,
principal
neth
p.m.
be singing, dancing, exhibits ana
perform
will
other activities
Friday, April 23
by Brian Dykstra.
Sophomores
select rooms- - Lowry
Wooster students may want to come
p.m.
6:00
to get a taste of what happens on
Please note only those students
campus in the summertime during
who
have paid the $150 deposit by
perform
TyrcrTfnisna. will
the
season of operet1 may select rooms in the
'April 1.4 at
Tin McGaw tas performed by this nationally ac- March
Continued on Page 4
company.
claimed
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Jon Becker wd continue to present his LS. on Mime this weekend.
Performances are free to College of Wooster students.
Photo By Sid Hastings, courtesy of Newsservices

Four professors retire
By Susan Gale
There are four. College of Wooster
professors that will be retiring at the
end of the aeademic year. The four
are Frank Miller, Andrew Weaver,
Arthur Baird, and James Haden.
Each of these professors teach different subjects add each are very
different kinds of people. However,
they have all contributed greatly to
Wooster.
Andrew Weaver, professor of
Biology, received his BA.. from
Wooster and his Masters and Ph.D
from the University of Wisconsin.
He has taught at Wooster for 31
years and during that time spent a
research leave at the Museum of
Comparative Zoology at Harvard
and a study leave at the University
of Arizona. At Wooster, Weaver
taught himself to "become one of the
few experts on the taxonomy of centipedes in the United States." He is
also the man looked to for hem in
identifying centipedes. "I have done
Identifications for and consultung
with many other biologists in this
country and Canada who were in

get their specimises identified any
other way except by sending them to
me." The reason Weaver became so
interested in centipedes is basically
"because no one else was." He says
"I tend to become interested in
groups no one else is working on."
For the future Weaver says he intends to keep up his research but
that he cannot predict if he wiU. He
is going to continue to live in the
area and keep in touch with Wooster.
Weaver says he will miss students
the most. "It's been a good 31 years.
I enjoyed every bit of it and I'm sure
I'll miss it until I get used to not being with students an the time."
Weaver says that he win miss "making and grading exams" the least.
As for his future plans, Wever says
"travel is a high priority and that
he win also "read, cut wood tost do Continued on Page s

The Wooster Voice will publish oat
more issue tor the semester. The
xwmI issue of the school resrlSSSSC
wm be April 25. Deadline for til subA
terested in ecological studies mlssioas
is Tvesdsy, A vril 22.
primarily of centipedes and couldn't
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Inner Voice
Coach unjustly

We heed writing
Column By Ida Williams
Being the editor of the student newspaper, I am continually being made aware of the lack of student writers
on campus. Hardly any of my staff members, with the
exception of a couple columnists, consider themselves
to be writing for writings sake. It seems as if they are
writing only to fulfull a purpose, deed or requirement.
Even on a student publication, writing seems not to be

"? find this a very interesting phenonemon. When I look
staff of varied
at past Voice newspapers, I find a large
to enjoy writing,

individuals. These students seemed
submitting several articles a piece, and taking adwriting style. Unfortunatevantages the
ly, this doesn't seem to be the case anymore. Why is
or to enjoy
that? Why is it considered bad to write, entire
counwith
the
connected
something
writing? Is it
campus?
,
try, or just this
both. NaI think on this campus its a combination of
changes
in
tional polls and ratings have described
in
trend
downward
a
reflecting
writing expectations,
writing emphasis, for several years. This is derived
from college placement tests and high school curriculum s. This trend is quite prevelent on the Wooster
campus also. Next year there are three different
English writing courses offered; Composition, Advanconly,
ed Composition and, offered second semseterEnglish
our
Why
does
Why
that?
Writing.
is
Creative
Department only offer three writing courses?
non-academ-

ic

The answer, of course, is that we receive enough
writing experience through our other classes of the
liberal arts curriculum that we don't need special
writing classes. I say this is wrong. Right now, if a student has a special interest or special problem with
writing there is almost nothing the student can do. The
only place to get extra help is from the Reading and
Writing Center, which is horribly underequipped to
teach the campus, as a whole, how to write. Although
the Reading and Writing Center is an excellent facility,
it is not its job to pick up the slack when students don't
have the skills to write well, for whatever reason. Why
isn't any sort of writing curriculum included at The College?
I would encourage students and faculty to seriously
examine the writing, and writing curriculum, of this college. Even with the
of a required
freshman course, our writing facilities and emphases
are seriously lacking. Even with the amount of writing
associated with I.S., the student never seems to be able
to improve writing skills, and communication skills.
The current status of The Voice is a good example of
how much writing is appreciated on this campus. We
should not take writing for granted, and never forget
that everyone needs help in improving. Make writing
an . integral and important part of this campus, not an unenjoyable workload to be avoided.
--

re-instatem-

trustees to community action on the
part of the campus. In recent yen,
Galpin has wasted time, cash, and
brainpower trying to impose campus unity and campus community
Editor.
from the top. It's ironic that the only
In response to your note that
real community to emerce crew out
followed tne editorial "Swim Team
shared opposition to college inof
Ignored," in the April 11. Utt issue
vestment policies.
of The Wooster Voice, I find it
As interns leave and seniors
necessary to write this editorial as a
strong? leaders hia and a
rradnate.
rebuttal. I feel very disappointed
willingness
to embrace an types of
that you. the editor of The Wooster
responsible supporters will be vital
Voice, are not better researched
to the divestment movement's sucbefore making such erroneous
cess. I believe Kuehls was right in
statements. Let me preface addipraising community ties that were
tional comments with this point
generated and in placing a great.
During our telephone conversation
on continuing those ties: lives
Coach stake
on April 11, IMS, you stated, and I
may depend on them.
quote," I must stand behind the
A special thanks to David Dean for
word of my reporter," (whom you his apology to the swimmers and
Warren'Hedges
claimed in your editorial note and divers. It should be mentioned,
our phone conversation to have however, that it was Kathy Gray,
stated that I was "too busy" to pro- and not Jill McLaughlin, who was a
vide information and refused inter- member of the Women's National
views). An additional phone call on Team. Amy Thayer, also a national
April 11, 1888. with reporter Wil qualifier, was not mentioned.
THE WOOSTER VOICE
Porter, resulted in very different inUSPSM3-1formation. In fact it was agreed by
Published weekly during the academic
both Wil and me that our first and
year except during vacations and exami
only interview was delayed by a pronation periods by the students oi Tne
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
blem in messages being delivered.
The Wooster Voice welcomes all typed
Furthermore, it was stated by Wil,
and signed letters to the editor from
and I quote, "I apologize for not getstudents, faculty, administrators, sub
ting back to you after our initial inscribers and members oi tne greater
terview earlier this semester, but
Wooster community. All correspondence
may be addressed to: The Wooster
our sports staff is quite small. We
The Col
Voice. Post Office Box
only have three reporters. Things Editor
of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.The
also have been very hectic at my
In an earlier letter on "Student lege
deadline for all letters and stories is
section. I was tied up with Activism in the Eighties" I com
Tuesday at p.m. The current subscrip- atmeetings." So, Williams, in standing mented on a yachting club
uou price u
J. w per year tur ursi
on the word of your reporter, please mosphere and
elitism
class delivery.
First class postage paid at Wooster.
realise that the lack of coverage on among some white activists on camOhio. Postmaster: Send address changes
the If en's and Women's Swimming-Divin- g pus, attitudes that I found
Wooster Voice, Post Office Box
Teams had nothing to do with distasteful. I also voiced worry that To The The
College of wooster. wooster.
me refusing or being "too busy" to some students may be involved in Ohio, 44691 (attn: Ida Williams). Back
a
provide information.
image
than
issues are available from The Wooster.
activism more for an
Voice office.
Furthermore, I find it quite in- moral commitment
teresting that reports from the CoIn light of the recent responsible,
Ida Wmiams,
llege's Sport Information Departand
Lis Heffelflnger. Business Manager
demonstrations,
ment Wooster Daily Record. Akron
Nancy Johnson, Managing Editor
Beacon Journal. Canton Repository, against Apartheid, I would like to
David Dean, Sports Editor
Steve Boardman, Photography Editor
Cleveland Plain Dealer, Dubois rescind these comments. Clearly
Courier Express and Pittsburgh' reasonable goals were secondary to
STAFF: Ben Spriggs, Lis Kershaw,
Press had no difficulty in obtaining cultivating and image and responsiAndrew Mayer, Bob Murphy, Warren
the information, interviews, quotes, ble leadership prevailed over Hedges, Roger Gordon, David Sick, Suand results on our season.
san Gale. Lis Moran.
righteous
Finally, I ask the qutstion...What
I believe Thorn Kuehls' letter last ey,PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF: Mary Swez- dob Haut, catarina Aimquist.
are the responsibilities of a good in- week was dead
when he atvestigative sports reporter? How tributed recent successes with the

labeled

at the College

many swim meets was a representative from The Wooster Voice present to acquire facts " about the
team? When these questions are
answered I think you will know the
correct answer about lack of
coverage.
In conclusion, this is one individual that did not appreciate being the scapegoat for the lack of
reporting on the If en's and Women's
Swimming-Divin- g
Teams at the College of Wooster. I feel that the editor
should better survey the facts before
producing an innacurate editorial
note.
Keith D. Beckett
Head Men's and Women's Swim

.
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Activism

statement
rethought

C-31- 87.

self-righteo- us

C-31- S7.

well-orchestrat-

well-supporte- d,

Editor-in-Chi- ef

ed

tub-thumpi- ng.

on-targ- et

ent
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Voice should
cover more

Attention: The Voice did not print
one letter to the editor received this
week because of potentially libelous
statements. The Voice will print the
letter next week if the author will Editor,
discnss its contents with the editor The Wooster Chorus gave its home
by next Wednesday.
concert a week ago Sunday. April 6.
attention that the
it has come to my
Voice made no mention of this con
ic ert whatsoever. Publicising
musical events on campus is a major responsibility of the Voice, even
Last week the Voice printed two in the midst of other events, political
pnotos wunout proper photography or social, on campus. I hope that
credit The picture of the Divest- members of the chorus, and their
ment protest was by Catarina Alm- - supporters, can count on the Voice to
quist. The picture of the SDI protest avoid such oversights in the future.
was by Dive Duniap.
Jerry Williams
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Copeland, College and

Perspectives From Woosier
Editorial by Cornell Carter
While observing what is going on
in South Africa, lam led to wonder
where we, at a country, are going.
We have been playing a very passive
role when it comes to supporting
change in South Africa. President
Reagan calls it "constructive
engagement" I call it "destructive
engagement" Reagan is advocating
"increased military, political and
economic support to the white
minority regime." According to the
Associated Press, "Reagan's policy
has emboldened the South African
Government to" solidify Apartheid
and increase its repression of Black
majority population, maintain its
11-Ie- gal

military occupation

5

of

Namibia, and escalate armed aggression against the neighboring
Frontline nations.
Here at the College of Wooster,
there have been several demonstrations protesting the College's investments in South Africa. Many
students question the effect the

demonstrations will have on urging
the Trustees to divest I guess we
will have to wait and see the effect it
will or will not have. Of course having the College to divest will not
change the situation all on its own. I
think we all know better than that
However, it is a very important step
in a good direction. In order for
change to occur in South Africa, the
United States too will have to take an
aggressive stand on the issue. This
translates, to students putting more
pressure not only on the College, but
at the same time, on the United
States Government The U.S. must
impose economic sanctions against
South Africa. Therefore, in order to
refrain from being hypocritical, the
College must first rid itself of all
economic interest in companies
operating in South Africa. Along
with putting pressure on our Government, we must also show the
American companies operating in
any way in South Africa, that they,
too. are contributing to the economic

stability of the racist regime.
In light of this, I am urging a
boycott of all products from
American companies operating in
any way within South Africa or in
any way affiliated with the South
African Government These companies include:
LB.M, Colgate, Ford Motor
General Electric, General
Motors, Chevron, Control Data,

Children

Editorial by Wolfgang Hoeschele
This article is on the most elusive
person on this campus. The one
whom we never see. The one from
whom we receive a letter once a
year, explaining to us why next
year's comprehensive fee has been
raised. Unfortunately, I did not keep
Mobil, Texaco, Burroughs, New-mo- copies of the old letters, for then I
Mining, and Fluor.
could answer the question whether it
Realizing that we are about 1700 was the same letter each year, prostrong (excluding faculty and ad- vided with a new date and dollar
ministrators) I encourage you to eaU figure. It is the man with the strange
and write your family and friends accent. It is the one who relishes
asking them to also consider aban- endless talks on subjects such as
doning the use of products made by lizards losing their tails. I am sure I
these companies until further action need not introduce him any further:
has been taken. As you
it is, of course, Henry Copeland,
probably are aware of, the mobiliza- beter known on this campus as
tion of effort and the use of slack Hank.
resources are very important comThis year I've seen Copeland three
ponents in any problem solving tac- or four times. Once or twice walking
tic. Your time and consideration is past him on campus, once at the
much appreciated.
Christmas brunch he hosted, and a
week ago at the meeting of the
Trustees.
Does Hank surreptitiously sneak
in and out of his office, or does he
slip from Galpin to his parked car, to
to his house two walking
Further, from my experience as a drive
exminutes away? I know no
member of a Greek organization planations for having seenbetter
so
him
here on campus, I think it is fair to seldomly on campus - or does he
say that the amount of fun any have an underground pssssgc from
member of the group throwing the
all campus party has is often
marginal at best. There are so many
headaches that a group must deal
with when throwing a large party, creative organization, win oe
something much more rewarding.
that I question whether it is always These
activities do not have to mereworth the effort for the members of
ly
without the beer.
be
the organization.
There is a whole range of new things
It is a fact that organizations to
do out there, waiting to be tried
wishing to attract new members will
sponsor events in order to expose out.
Just as I feel that going dry is the
students to whatever that group
feels makes them special. A group of best possible thing that could
everhappen to Ichabod's, so also do I
drinkers is not very special. A group feel
would be the banning of alcohol
a
that can have fun together in
from open campus events, it would
creative way, on the other hand, IS force
organizations to get off their
special. Creativity is the key here.
and plan actual, interesting,
butts
to
imagination
it takes
The level of
go out and buy six kegs and pump FUN events, instead of the often
drinking "parties" of tothe beer out of them is approximate- pathetic
ly zero. This is what most open par- day.
I feel that true SOCIAL drinkers
ties on this campus consist of. True, will
favor this proposal, as it pro
it will be much harder to think of
mises them events that are more
events for the whole campus to do fun,
period. To those who cannot picwithout drinking. However, the end
having fun without alcohol, I
result if the group is a vital and ture
submit to them that they may have a
problem. To any group or Greek
organization that does not support
this idea, I can only take it as a sign
that they do not have much faith in
their group's imagination and basic
integrity.
Come on, Wooster, do it, and let's
Co-Citic-

orp,

nt

Drinking is not necessary for fun
Editorial By Bob Murphy
By the first semester of the next
school year, the state of Ohio will, in
all probability, have changed the
minimum drinking age for aloholic
beverages to 21. This will have a
very large effect on the campus
here. It is my belief that if the right
moves are made, the effect could be
a very positive one. I wish to address
what should be done with the Col
policy, as'
lege's
it stands in section ill, part 3, oi ine
Code of Social Responsibility in the
Scots Key. I do not wish to address
the issue of individual consumption
on campus as it stands within the
law. I propose that the College of
Wooster should ban the distribution
of alcohol ft open campus events.
Ohio is raising this age, in part
because the Federal Government
will cut off highway funds for all
states that do not do so by
The reason why the government is
pushing for. the National drinking
age to be 21 is simple; it has been extensively documented that people 21
and over drink more responsibly
than people under 21. Though the
question of how much MORE
Group-Consumpti-

on

mid-198- 7.

responsibly those 21 and over drink
is up in the air as far as I am concerned, I feel the Federal Government is right in what it is doing.
EVERYONE, when drunk, becomes
their worst self. Years can only help
people to realize this, and perhaps
drink more responsibly.
Currently, the majority of open
campus parties here at the C.O.W.
are held together ONLY by beer.
Such parties are very dull at the
core, especially to someone who is
not drinking. If you don't beleive me,
try not drinking at the next open
campus party where alcohol is served. These parties are often no fun at
all.
However, with the drinking age
here being 19, the majority of
students on campus, being old
enough, can at least drink until they
are incapable of realizing the dull
nature of many parties. This majority effect though, willbe lost when
the age becomes 21. Why then,
should organizations continue
throwing types of parties which the
majority of possible attendants
would find boring?

beer-bash-

es

have some fun!

n

WATCH
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lege should not divest.
How can this contradiction be ex
plained? We must look for ad

underlying assumption that wid
serve to explain the contradiction.
an assumption that Hank is afraid toj
make explicit. In my humble view,
this assumption is the following: col
lege students are children.
Psychologically, this is possible,
since Copeland may not yet havd
learned that his own children are
adults - this is sometimes a difaeultf
thing for parents to learn. The
assumption that anybody who is as
oia or younger than his children, 1st
also a cbiia, is not difficult to make
How do I justify my conclusion
however? He must see our call foil
divestment as something that is
out not serious, for otnerwisel
food,
e should support it What sort od
thing fits this description? A fun

diversion, which does nobody any
barm: m a word, chiidsplay
Childsplay Is for children, therefore!
college students must be children in
Copeland's eyes.
WelL we are not kids anymore, oun
protest is no childsplay. It is serious!
Let us stand up for divestment and
educate Henry Copeland! He needs
education more than we do.

-
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She wants a book
for Mother's Day.

Spring into books at

--

i

sounds suspect. At the sam
meeting, he said that he was not tak
ing a stand. He proceeded to say thafl
he was ready to change hs mind
This indicates that he had made uH
his mind. He then argued against
investment, now there is a com
tra diction here, which I will sum
m arize thus: students should protest
in favor of divestment, but the col

your Mother's mind.

will be mostly sunny and milder today with a
58 to 63. Skies will be mostly
50. The
clear tonight with a low of 45 towarm
but will
weekend will start out fair and
end on a rather wet and cooler note. It will be
reaching
partly cloudy on Saturday with x high
range.
50
Skies
68 to 73 and a low in the 45 to
on Sunday along with a
will be variably cloudytnunderptorms.
The high
chance of showers and
41 to 46.
low
be
63
and
63
will
toaverage. the
reach
will
Ohxo has 40 thunderstorm
TRIVIA: On

Yis

well-bein-

3K We can read

It

rmsthe
t9f?

his house to Galpin? Any clues are
welcome.
At the Christmas brunch he cut tfcd
rather foolish figure that is expected
ox the host at such an occasion: td
g
feign interest la the
of
great number of guests, the major!
ty of whom he did not know. How
should he know them? He never apj
pears on campus.
J
Finally, the meeting of the Board
or Trustees. Here, Henry Copeland
told the Trustees that everything Id
nne ana aanay at this college
Among many other things he mesrl
uonea the seniors who are all so en
thusiastic about their LS.'s. and
those concerned students who are
protesting against Apartheid and for
divestment this tradition of com
mitment is one of the great thing:
about the College of Wooster.
Now, from Copeland's mouth, this)
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Men contest sponsored by WCWS
By Sarah Kotchen
Eric Wertz of WCWS radio station tion "by dialing

Trivia
has organized
Giveaway. This is the fifth
big giveaway or contest that Wertz
has organized this year. Over 11,500
in prizes has been given away
throughout the academic year. In
this giveaway, the only way a person
can win is to listen to WCWS, and
upon hearing a programmer ask a
question, call in and give the correct
answer. The first person to call in
with the correct answer will be the
winner of the prize being given
away. The giveaway will be run
from Monday. April 14, until Friday,
May 2. Students on the College of
Wooster campus as well as other
listeners within the station range
may participate in this giveaway.
College of Wooster students can call
into the radio station at ext. 2477. Off
campus listeners can reach the sta
the WCWS
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Officials at the O.A.R.D.C. reported the highest temperature in
March to be 80 degrees, which occurred on March 30th. WCWS award
ed $150 worth of prizes to the entrants with the three closest guesses.
The first place winner was Nicole Miner, from Wooster, who won an 2
AM-FSony Walkman Stereo Cassette and a dinner for two at The
Wooster Inn; Larry Yockey, from Shreve, won second place which entitled him to a dinner for two at the Wooster Pizza Hut; and Chuck
Ryan, pictured here on the left, won third place which was a twenty
dollar gift certificate good for anything of his choice at Westwood Conpeople entered the contest, from as
nection Record Store. Sixty-fofar away as Brunswick and Canal Fulton. Eric Wertz, pictured at
Public Relations
right, organized the contest as Special-ProjectDirector at WCWS 9L9 F.M.
F-1-
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Continued from Page 1
normal manner. Students who hare
paid the deposit after March 1 must
select their rooms at the end of their
class.
If you are already housed in
special option housing, or if you are
study
participating in an
program, you are not eligible to participate in the room selection process.
Please be reminded that you
should be present when your number
is called during the room selection
process. If you are not present when
your number is called, we will not be
able to wait but must continue with
the next priority number. IF, FOR
off-camp-us

WOTS
Public

Tan-taliz- er

2477.

life-siz-

in the
The Student Music Association most parents cannot attend
many
day.
friends
of
and
middle
the
(SMA) will sponsor a recital this
meetings.
Saturday, April 19, in Mackey Hill are in other departmental fine
musiof Westminster Church House. The This recital will give these
by a
to
heard
be
opportunity
an
cians
p.m.
7:30
recital begins at
larger
audience.
This recital is composed of
Secondly, this recital illustrates to
music majors and
College and the community the
the
sponpurpose
majors. The
for
depth of the Music
soring this recital is twofold. First, strength andwhich
goes beyond the
Department,
this recital gives these students an performance
While these
major.
opportunity to perform at a time
when family and friends can attend students may not be focusing their
on performance here at the
and hear the performance. Due to energies
College,
their skills as performers
schedule,
the
the extensive recital
exemplary.
These skills
are
Music Department has moved stu-

lege community.
The SUA is an organization com- mi-- 1,
of music and
which plans programs, social
Eed
ctions, and concert trips to promote education in music and music-relatfields. The SMA is a student
chapter of the Music Educator's National conference (MENC). For
more information on the SMA, contact Glen Roebuck at Box 2562 or
Nancy Ditmer, faculty advisor, in
MertzHalL 4

Printmalter exhibit held

Students direct

non-appli-

ed

non-mus- ic

Tune into WCWS 91.9 FM every
weekday from 11:00 to 12:00 noon to
hear the following public affairs
presentations:
Monday and Tuesday, April
affairs due to reading
21-an-

9-263--

to sponsor recital

dent recitals to the Thursday morning seminar hour (11:00 a.m.). This
tends to restrict attendance, since

Avoirs

WCWS Domino's; a dinner for two at the
staff members are ineligible to par- Smithvffle Inn in Smithvffle, two
ticipate in the giveaway.
steak sandwich dinners from the
All programmers will be giving at Greenleaf Restaurant; anything of
least one prize away in the course of your choice up to $20 at Westwood
the giveaway. There are 66 prizes. Connection Record Store; mini stylProgrammers will ask a question ing brushes, protein, hair condithat pertains to trivia about records, tioner, and two certificates for six
recording artists, musicians, free visits to the sun booth at Roffler
singers, etc., which will be related to Family Hair Center; pizza from
their show. There is no limit to the Matso1!; a $20 gift certificate for Cinumber of prizes that one person can ty News, a half pound of fudge from
win. All winners will be contacted Sue's Hallmark Shop; and many difwithin 24 to 36 hours by a station of- ferent record albums.
ficial after they have won a prize in
order to make arrangements to
WCWS 91.9 FM will be giving
come in and pick up the prize.
Included in the prizes being given away a prize withim the next two
e
posters of James hours. Keep listening, and when you
away are:
Dean, Marilyn Monroe, and Hum
hear a trivia question, be the first
phrey Bogart from the Arts and person to call in with the correct
Cards Shop; gift certificates for sun- answer and win one of the many
daes at Friendly 's; pizzas from prizes being given away.

d

22: no public

days.

non-mus- ic

ed

The SMA hopes to see many
friends and faculty at the recital,
Saturday, April 19, at 7:30 p.m. in
ment has to offer to the entire Col-- Mackey HaU.

highlight the educational opportunities that the Music Depart-

Wayne Center for the Arts will Lois E. Bailey of Wooster. Gallery
present an exhibit of the works of hours are 0a.m. 5p.m. Monday one-act- s
on
English printmaker, John McPake through Friday and 9a.m.-noo- n
and Ashland County ceramicist An- Saturdays. An opening reception
nette McCormick, April 20- - May 24
The Department of Theatre will
in the Gault Gallery at the Walnut will be held Sunday, April 20 from 4 present "Under Freedlander," an
Street School, 237 South Walnut in p.m. Refreshments will be served. evening of one-acdirected by
Wooster. Also on display in the Ex- For more information, phone
students.
hibit Hall will be the photographs of
The student directors will be Mark
Bero, Cindy Tostevin, David Walker
--

2--

ANY REASON, YOU ARE UNABLE
TO BE PRESENT DURING THE Wednesday,

April 23: "Leadership
PROCESS, and Liberal Learning" with Dr.
ROOM SELECTION
for
PLEASE ARRANGE TO HAVE SO- Donald Harward,
MEONE ACT AS YOUR PROXY IN Academic Affairs, College of
THE DRWAING TO SELECT Wooster.
YOUR ROOM.
Thursday, April 21: "Topics for Today" with Susan Schiemann and
A duet recital billed as "Mostly
David Dean.
Mendelssohn and Myers" will be
given on Sunday, April 20, at 3 p.m.
Friday, April 25: Consider the in Mackey Hall.
f
Alternatives; "Robert Jay Lipton on
Five Mendelssohn duets in GerStar Wars" and "Star Wras; Two man will be followed by an excerpt
Views."
from "Elijah," and a duet between
Adam and Eve from Haydn's "CreaFOR SALE: Used
tion."
if
Coronomatk Typewriter. Price
The second half of the program
Negotiable.
will include witty, unorthadox, mostv
ly short, songs composed by Gordon
Vice-Preside-

nt

ts

284-ART- S.

Recital features local talent

Please

support the

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

Smith-Coron-

262-6242,24-

UU

a

48

DOMINO'S

I

i

and Ken Wolf.
The performances are Friday,
Myers, a Trenton, New Jersey pro-- l
25, and Saturday, April 26, at
lessor oi music ana vocal per-- ) April
p.m.
8:15
For reservations call
Rogers,
a
former, and Earl
also
Box Office.
Freedlander
composer and singer.
The performers will be Mary

Bucher .soprano, James
Mismas,
baritone,

and Brian

Dykstra on piano.
The public is welcome to attend
the concert billed as having pieces
ranging "from the sublime to the
ridiculous."

For one week only

QVC3T7

Domino's Pizza offers you

THE STOMACH STUFFER
Buy a 12" with thick crust, double
cheese and one item of your choice.

'

C

Westminster Pref,

"the congregation-in-- n

$5.00
and also

Barbara Dual

THE PARTY PAK
Buy a 16" two Item Pizza
and 6 cokes for $9.00
NO COUPON NECESSARY
NO COUPON ACCEP'fO

OFFER GOOD APR
823-511s

1

1005 S Arch Ave
Alliance

1

1THRU APR
264-980-

2 5

11386

0

423 E. Liberty St
Wooster

The Church House

Ccxpus Extension: 2398

THE VOOaTtflfVOlCrrjJii
Also, Andrews Library will have an
exhibition of some of his publication.

Retire

.Continued from Pace l:
the things I hare always done but
now will be able to do more."
Professor Arthur Baird has taught
Religious Studies at the College for
32 years. However, as Baird himself
'
states, he is not retiring so much as
he is "changing Job descriptions"
e
and will be "going into
writing and research." Baird, a
native of California, received his
BJL from Occidental College in Los
Angeles and then entered the Navy
in IMS. After World War D he
studied at the San Francisco
Theological Seminary. He was ordained as a Presbyterian minister
and served a California church.
Then in 1953 he received his Ph.D
from the New College in Edinburgh,
Scotland and in the following
year came to Wooster. He has serv
ed as chairman of the Religion
Department for many years and has
helped establish several notable pro-Lay Academy of
grams such as The
eligion. The Clergy Academy of
full-tim-

A

of

JJL. Baird Fund, for the purpose

underwriting future travel

seminars, a program which Baird
was instrumental in establishing, is
being started. Contributors should
make checks out to the J.A. Baird
Fund and send them to the College
Office of Development.
Professor Frank Miller of the
Political Science Department has
taught here for 24 years. Killer was
raised in Ohio and attended Ohio
State University from 1938 to 1943,
receiving his Bachelor's and
Master's degrees in Political
Science from that institution. He
then entered and spent two years in
the Navy where he was trained in
Japanese. After his time with the
Navy he taught at the Unviersity of
California until 1950 when he was
recalled to the Navy. He was in the
Navy until 1953 and by that time had

eomnleted

his residence re

quirements for his
doctorate. In 1953 he began to teach
at Ohio State University and in 1961
completed his degree at the
Religion, and Study Travel he
University
of California. Then, in
years
has
Baird
Seminars. Over the
to Wooster. His
came
,1982,
he
written many books both for experts
over tne years nas
and lay people, many of which research
centered on the study of Japan, and
center on his area of specialty the the
Japanese political system. In his
Baird also has a
New
year at Wooster. Miller took a
- great Testament
interstin computers. "I have a third
to serve as director of a Great
leave
my
with
dealing
projects
of
number
College Association program
Lakes
which
.computer research," one of
on Japan. At Wooster,
study
for
'Involves the computer Bible" Miller has spent
a total of ten years
on
working
for
which Baird has been
as
of
Political Science
head
the
helping
about 20 years. Baird is also
Department and about seven years
produce "computer generated on
major academic committees.
critical concordances of the Old and Miller
also has an "active interest in
New Testaments." He also has a
studies and programs
very active lecture series of "about international
on campus and off." Now Miller
50 lectures outsidethe College each
writing done."
year." For the future Baird plans plans to "get some
to live in
continue
also
win
much "writing and research at He
College.:
at
the
home" oris an office
He has many projects he wants to
finish. "After 32 years in one spot
you do pick up a lot of projects. I'm
looking forward to pursuing those
and getting many finalized." Baird
what do you give
is also an avid sailor and plans much
the man who just yesterday
time saling, as he and his family:
have done for many years. In leavit seems played in puddles,
ing teaching, Baird says "I will miss
and now has his first job?
keep
they'll
hope
my students and I
in touch and I hope to keep in touch'
with them. That's throne drawback
to this..." Baird, however, also
states that he will not miss grading
blue books. "I enjoy everything
about teaching, but blue books I enjoy the least" There will be a reception honoring Baird next Friday,
April 25, in the Faculty Lounge in
'
Lowry. The entire camus community is invited to the reception, which
will be held between 5 ; 30 p.m.

Wooster because "there is an incredibly active intellectual and
social life that goes on around the
College." Miller has enjoyed his 24
years at Wooster and says "it has
been a very satisfying and rewarding experience" and that he "has
no regrets about coming to
Wooster."
All of the professors interviewed
so far have enjoyed their time at
Wooster and will have good
memories of it However, my last interview with James Haden, a professor of Philosophy, has a different
view of Wooster. Haden has had a
varied backgound of education and
teaching. In 1943 Haden graduated
Phi Beta Kappa from Haverford College where he majored in physics
and electrical engineering. Then he
studied philosphy at the University
of Virgina and after serving in World
War u, received his Master's and
doctoral degrees from Yale University, where he held the Junior Sterling Fellowship twice and the Morse

WK
.m
jreuowsnip once, tie nas uukbi r
Yale University. University of South Hadea feels "that the development
Carolina. Michigan State Universi of active intelligence is best proty, Wesleyan University in Connec- moted under people, not by
but by working on a
ticut, and Hampshire College in
also
Amherst Massachusetts. In 1972 kind of problem1 leveL" Haden proHaden came to Wooster and has ealls the Independent Study
been here for 13 years. What makes gram a "waste of time because,
him different from the other retiring r'for three years students have been
is that when asked what corrupted into passivity by lectures
Erofessors
e has done at Wooster that he is and now they are supposed to stir
particularly proud of Haden replied themselves into aetivity.MThey
"I endured - that's what I'm proud can't The habit of passivity is too
of." He enjoyed "nothing particular- great" Haden, as nf any of the other
ly" at Wooster. The only reason he retiring professors, says he will miss
stayed at Wooster is "because I grading the least but he difference
couldn't get a job anywhere between Haden and the other retir"not
else..J'm too old to be hirable ing professors is that he will very
anywhere else." Haden also says "I really" miss anything else
came here oping that I could im- - much.
great-booHshne-

Four professors are retiring from

educational programs

the
Erove
ere but I haven't been able to do Wooster this year and they vary
in their views of Wooster,
that" Haden feels there is "a Keatly
t each of them have contributed to
prevailing point of view" at Wooster
Wooster in his own way. Hopefully
which he
is that 'Hhere is they will have much good luck and
a whole series of big name books accomplish an they wish in the

calls

"great-bookishness,"whi-

ch

future.

..

Apple puts the

mfekintosuudent
demonstrations.

--

For

the Graduate,

4--

3

Y

i,lWiU

'

All you have to

do is march
yourself down to your campus
microcomputer center before May
15th and spend five
minutes letting us demonstrate how
a Macintosh computer can make
life much more pleasant for you.
In return, well enter your name
into a drawing where one very
lucky person on campus will win the
grand prize of five hundred dollars.
fun-pack-

19

erian Church
idence on campus"

r

htister

CROSS
SINCE

1846

Lifetime mechanical guarantee

"A

BOOKSTORE... AND MORE III"

ss,

ed

That's $500. Cash. American. To

spend on your education, or something really worthwhile.
And, for those of you with the
average amount of luck, there are
free Apple painters caps for everyone who comes in and learns how
a Macintosh can help
you work better, fester,

and smarter.
Its one demonstra

tion that could
change your life.

for

-
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Track teams defeat Allegheny

Golf teams hold

By David De an

Last Saturday the men's and
Outstanding performances
women's outdoor track team easily abounded as sophomore Univer
defeated conference rival Allegheny Bukhala did it again as she won both
College and West Virginia the long and triple jump.(ir7, 36'9
powerhouse Glenville State. The Vi ). Probably the most exciting race
men won the meet with a combined all day was the 3000 and 5000 meter
score of 83 while Glenville racked up run. Freshman exchange student
72 and Allegheny College 31. "We Pirjo Kangas, from Finnland, easily
had some very strong performances breezed past the competition to win
in the middle distance and sprinting both the 3000 and 5000 meter
areas which really boosted our total run, (11:12.9,19:05.1). "She is
score," commented Head Coach perhaps the most talented runner in
Craig Penny.
the squad and I can easily foresee
her qualifying for nationals before
season is over," commented
For the women it was sweet sucess the
Rice about Kangas super
as they clobbered Allegheny College Dennis
ability.
Other outstanding perNext came OAC rival Mt.
Union with a score of 35 and Glen- formances were recorded by Holly
ville with 1. "For the women it was a Halterman who won the high
combined effort in all three areas." jump,(5'2") and sophomore
Kazmierski doubled to
commented Penny. One very unique Stephanie
win both the 400 meter dash and the
characteristic in the meet was the 400
1.M'S,(60.5, 65.9).
"switching" of event among the
middle and long distance runners..
"We decided to switch things around
For the men it was a "field day"
a little and give people, who normal- for Shawn Madden and Jeff Waugh
ly would not run a certain event all as they tied for first in the pole vault
season, the chance to compete in a with a height of 13-- In the middle
dual meet situation," commented distance events it was Bob Jones
Assistant Coach Dennis Rice.
who cruise! to a first place finish in
78-6-3.

0.

the 1500 meter run in 4:08 and Dave
Dean led from the very beginning to
win the 800 meter run in 2:01.4. In
the sprinting events it was Don Dennis who shook the old regeime to win
the 200 in 22.8 and Fred Lumpkin
won the 100 in 11.02.
Both the men and women will
compete this Saturday at the Akron
Invitational where they will meet
some of the finest track runners of
Division I and n in Ohio and Pennsylvania.

invitational
By William F.Buckley
'
This past weekend, The College of
Wooster men's golf team hosted
Invitatheir- own Beckler-Parltional Tournament. At the match,
some of the best Division II and III
teams from Ohio, Pennsylvania and
New York showed up. Despite the
tough competition, the men were
able to finish 4th out of the twenty
or

-

teams present.
The golfers got off to a rough start
early Friday morning. Playing in
Kangas
freezing temperatures, the Scots
Meyers
were anything but hot After the first
ThorndiUAll-ll:34.-3
eighteen holes, they were well back
Massucci
in ninth place. Coach Bob Nye comM 5000 METER RUN
mented, "We were in deep trouble."
Noyes
In
the afternoon round, the men reDowdallAll-15:54.- 9
a bit and moved up into
bounded
JarrellGSU-16:00.- 8
seventh place. Still the day was not
CardwellAll-16:09.- 5
sucessfulfor the golfers. Sophomore
W 4X400 METER RELAY
Jamie Ross noted, "We really
Allegheny 4:22.9
played poorly, we've put ourselves
4:31.2
Mt Union
into a big hole from which we can not
M 4X400 METER RELAY
recover from."
Wooster 3:32.2
Before Saturday's final round, the
Glenville 3:37.7
Scots realized that winning the
Continued on Page 8
was an unrealistic goal, so
W 3000 METER RUN
Woo-ll:12-

All-ll:25-

'

.9

.0

All-ll:49-

.9

All-15:48- .5

they concentrated on moving up in
the standings as far as possible. And
move up they did, all the way to
fourth place, just a few strokes
behind the third place team. Indiana
University of , Pennsylvania won,
follwoed by , a - surprising Ohio
Wesleyan team, then it was Walsh
and Wooster. Wooster finish was a
big surprise to Nye, who later said,
"I didn't think we had any chance to
move up that high."
Leading the Wooster charge on
Saturday was sophomore Dave
Kilf oyle, who was a last minute add!-- "
tion to this past weeks team. After
struggling all Spring, KOfoyle broke
loose with a fine 76 in his final round.
Charlie Hutchinson also added a 76
to the Wooster cause.
Today, Saturday and Sunday, the
golfers travel to Penn State and play
in the Penn State Invitational. Here
the men are looking for another high
finish to further enhance their national rankings.

tour-name- nt

Scottie Lacrosse drops two Scots Baseball beat Heidelberg
of three

at Denison

By Bob Murphy

Ifeffan Lutz. and the But Red
limned nut to an 0 lead before Lid
Hv wiliam could register Wooster's
It was a rough weekend for the first ffoal. The conference loss now
tie for
College of Wooster Scotties as they puts Wooster in a three-wadropped two of the three games firt niaea with Kenyon and Denison.
played last Friday and Saturday at and each team still has one contest
Granville. After being unexpectedly left with each other.
blown out by arch rival Denison 17--4
The Scotties rebounded well
on Friday, the Scotties rebounded to against Sweet Briar, a game that
play a tough first half against na- came on the heels of one of the
tional powerhouse Sweet Briar, toughest losses that Wooster has ex
before the speed and strength of the rveripnrpH in recent Tears. Betty TiVixons took over to outscore tie fired three goals while Kilty Belt
Wooster 10-- 4 in the second half en had two goals ana an assist, ana Ag
route to a 14-- 8 vistory. The Scotties via Rlt had tvo ffoals as well..
broke their two game losing streak Title continued an outstanding
in the following game, taking out scoring day by scoring six more
their frustration of two losses on an ffnals arainst Wittenbere. as Kilty
inferior Wittenberg team 12-Belt scored three and handed two
The game against Denison was
Continued on Page 7
supposed to be much closer than it
was, but the Scotties were hurt by
the loss of Lisa Blackadar and
By Dave Carey

8--

y.

-

5.

16-1- 5

A ten game winning streak came by the D.H. Kessler, a single by
to an abrupt end this last weekend u Brian, to end the scoring for the
for the Scot baseball team, as they Scots in this game.
lost three out of four to the Ohio
Sunday's first game saw extra inn
Wesleyan Bishops. The Scots record ings and a 5 victory for Ohio
stands at 25-wesyelan. Tom Daley was pitching
After stomping on Heidelberg Col- for the Scots, and though he struck
lege on Tuesday, April 15,by the in- out six, he also walked six, which led
credible score of
the Scots felt to problems. For most of the game,
themselves fired up for the weekend it looked as if the Scots would win, as
against the tough two runs were scored in the first off
series (April
Ohio Wesyelan team. However, the four hits. The Bishops came back by
Scots found themselves shut out in scoring single runs in both the fourth
the first game,
and fifth innings, but D.H. Kessler
Under attack from the pitching of responded by hitting a 3 run homer
Bishop ace Scott Hall, the Scots were in the bottom of the fifth. Howe ver.in
only able to manage 3 hits for the the top of the seventh, after walking
whole game. Twice, runners were two, Daly himself was hit up for a
able to make it to third, but neither three run home run by the Wesyelan
time could the normally strong center-fielde- r.
The Scots found
wooster batters get anything done themselves unable to answer with
Pitching for the Scots was Junior any runs off the still strong Bishop
Rob Piscetta (22), who gave up 5 pitcher Nate Hamilton in either the
hits and four earned runs. He also bottom of the seventh or eighth. This
struck out five batters, in what was was the game though, as Wesyelan
another fairly good performance for scored one run off of a walk by Daly,
him, against a tough team.
and an error by Meyer on subse
The second game on Saturday saw quent hit in the top of the eighth.
Scot ace Mike Hatfield on the
The last game of the weekend
mound, and a 0 victory. It was went an wrong for wooster, as they
Wooster's first shutout of the year. wound up losing 12-- Rick Walter
which made pitching coach Dave started out for the Scots on the
Moss very happy. Hatfield threw an mound, but was replaced for the
awesome 1 hitter, with only 1 walk firth inning, after giving up 7 earned
and five strike outs. Left fielder runs, by Rob Schweck. Schweck
Russ Miller drove in two in the first gave up four runs, 3 earned, in one
inning when Rick Sforzo scored from third of an inning, and was then
a second error by the Bishop third replaced by Rich Danch, who threw
baseman.
giving up only
for 2 and
The fourth saw a home run from one more run.
After giving up two runs in the
first baseman Mike O'Brian. which
brought a replacement of the first and second innings, the Scots
Wesyelan pitcher. The fifth inning were smashed upon for 8 in the fifth.
saw Pete Meyer, Rob Howerton, and In going around the order to the tune
Sforzo score off an error, a sacrifice of 13 batters, Wesyelan scored the
6--

9.

-

34-1-0,

12-1- 3)

5-- 0.

--

7--

4.

two-third-s,

runs off one home run, two doubles
two singles, three walks, and a balki
It was one of the pitching staff i
worst innings all year.
Offensively, Kessler drove Sforzo
in the fist inning with an RBI single,
to start off the game. The only other
inning that saw Scot scroing was the
sixth. There, off of two walks and a
balk, two bits were able to drive in
three runs. This finished scoring and
hitting for the Scots at 4 and C
respectively.
Tuesday, April 15, saw the Scots
once again take on Heidelberg College in a dramatic game which the

Scots won

'

16-1- 5.

After eight smooth innings, which
the Scots led 11-- all hell broke loose
in the ninth.
Todd Kilpatrick came on to pitch!
for the Scots in the top of the ninth
and the game, which looked to be
almost over, took on new life, as he
gave up 4 runs off 5 hits. Coach Tim
Pettorini then replaced Kilpatrick
with Rich Danch. However .Danch
turned out not to be the hot ticket!
either, giving up another six runs
before the side was finally retired.
With the score now
the Scots!
needed some good hitting in the bot--l
torn of the ninth, and fortunately!
that is just what they got After a hid
batter and a single, "The Big Dawg'l
Dave Kessler, hit a three-ru- n
homer
to right center field. Batting next
Russ Miller hit a shot to the same
place to tie the game up. Finally,
catcher Cary MeConnell hit a line
drive up the third base line to drivel
In the winning run. It was a
dramatic ending to say the least!
Though the temperature was in the
Contidtfed on Page 71
5,

15-1- 1,

i
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Perspective
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By David Dean
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ySJypeitfcttez Settee & Sates, 9itc.
2522 aevdaad Road Wooster, Ohio 44691
Sat. OD lbl to Nooa
Hoarr Duty 1:00 a.m. to 5:3'

p..

C21Q345-743-

Typewriter
Typewriter
Typewriter
Typewriters
Typewriters

Tennis tearn s
continue

fell you f lie truth. . .

Last Saturday something caught my eye on the track
team bulletin board which normally would not have any
other day. Some' fellow runners from the team were
laughing quite loud and motioned me to join them in.
their laughter. I dropped my bags and ran over to see
what was the center of their laughter. There upon the
board was a short description, from the back of one of
those calanders you can buy from the bookstore, about
the quality athletic facilities we have at The College of
Wooster.
I went back to my room, where the caltnder hangs,
and
the material hoping, for some truly
enlightening message. It started off by saying.."Divi-sio- n
III - some call it the last bastion of amateur sports,"
thats true. Then it read, " At The College of Wooster
academic standards are high.." thats true as well. And
so for the most part the introduction was very accurate.
then came the false picture.
It said that, one trip around the campus and it
becomes evident that The College of Wooster is commit
ted to its athletic program. The athletic complex is
among the best in Division III. Now that really got me.
but wait! theres more. After describing the fine football
field and stadium it goes on to say., "and a new synthetic track surface which is the envy of all opposing
teams." Where in the hell did that come from? At about
this point I was grinning from ear to ear in amazement.
At about that point I was convinced that the school was
more interested in covering up its minuses by adding
plusses.
The final note was was the statement... the facility
boasts of one of the finest weight training and personal

conditioning rooms among all colleges. Now I ask you, is

re-surfaci-

edtime.

co-capt-ain

3--

5--3.

i

rr.

Su-Shu- in

ng.

4--

6--

The College of Wooster men's ten-

6 nis

low 40's most of the game, this ttffl
does not explain the Scot's pitching
staffs inability to nnisn a game up
as of late. Some heavy practice is in
store for the Scot releivers.
This weekend will see a four game

7.

u

Typing Paper, Supp&s A

The College of Wooster women's
tennis team will meet Case Western
Reserve April II and Allegheny
April It in key North Coast Athletic
Conference matches this week.
Sophomore
Klrsten
Patton continues to lead the way for
Wooster with an impressive 12-- 2
record at number one singles. She is
Joined by freshman Kam
who is a 104 at number two. Junior
JodiTmiey has Jumped from ih
singles to the number three spot and
currently - sports an 11-- 3 record.
Melissa Forker; freshman Jennifer
Lister at number five and Suzi wat-so- n
is Mat number six.
In doubles action. Kam and Lister
are M at number one while Patton
and Turley are 12-- 2 at number two.
Forker and senior Sarah Crawford
are 6 at third doubles.
Wooster, which enters the week
with a 4 record, is enjoying its best
season since 171.

team is ranked 24th nationally in
the most "recent ITCA( Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches Association) Division nipoU.
The Scots are 10-- 0 after defeating
Wabash 3 and losing to DePauw t--1
at the Wooster Quadrangular on
12. Wooster's number one
series against Case Western April
Reserve, with Karnes starting Satur singles player, Dave Baka
day and Sunday at 1:00 on the Are (BrecksvfUe), f--TIs ranked 29th to the
nation with a
record. In addition,
Hurray neia. wun nice weauer, n he
and Doug Hart (Canton) -- arc
should make for some interesting
ranked 27th nationally In doubles. action.

from Page 6
assists.
On Tuesdaj, the Scotties defeated
to raise their
Ohio Wesleyan 17-conference record to 1 and their
Next up for the
overall record to
Scotties is Ball State at Muncie. Indiana on Saturday.

Cleaning

1

.

baseball
Continued from Page

Lacrosse
Continued

S

!

By News Service

fy and poorly equipted. My high, school weight room
looks better. Come on guys, give me a break!
' I realize that in the process of admissions we need to
paint that ever ubiquitous rosey picture of life just
wonderful at The College of Wooster, but do we have tr
lie so badly? It does not take two glances to know that
our track is a sham and in need of
If our
weight room is among the finest in Division III then I
guess blindness is a blessing. Nothing is perfect in this
world of ours but you can't bide the bad by covering it up
with lies. Those who see the colleges through rose tinted
glasses only hinder its possibilities while those of us who
see it for what it really is feel shammed. It is about time
we corrected the wrong with the right and not with stall- -'

Repair
For Rest
For
For

solid play

this really accurate?

We at The College of Wooster are relatively smart and
rational individuals and I imagine that the people who
run the school as well are equally as smart Then how
can a rationally inteUegent person make me believe that
the athletic facilities are among the best of Division III
schools when they are not. Are they trying to tell me that
our track, where the first lane is being engulfed by the
football field, is the envy of all opposing teams? Maybe
an embarassment, but cot the envy. I think Ohio
Weselyan would have something to say about that. Are
they really trying to tell me that our weight room is a
matter of boasting, when in reality that room is too stuf-
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Join Our

OH, WHAT A WONDERFUL FELINE!

and enjoy savings for the entire family!
-

J

-

Graduation Cards
from Recycled Paper Products, Inc.

5.95

Child's !J A3)
Cut

PANTENE STYLING MOUSSE
styling
6 bz. can ol Firm Hold
Mousse is yours FREEW(th the purchase of an $8
Shampoo, Cut & Blowdryr" y "
Limited quantity per Salon - while supplies last.

A

Pro-Vitam-in

Tkm't worry uImmjI what to do with the kids,
when you i onie in lor a service BrirtB them with
you! let theni play in our "Kiddie Play Areas" com-- I
Now in most salons.
plete with toys and books!

0aJ
,
1

...

WITH COUPON

Value!

I

Not Vafed with any other offer.

t

Tl

i

No Appointments
Just Walk In!
College Hill Plaza
lS07BeaIlATenne
2834US
HaYejroa tried our Snntaa Beds?

Available at:

v

We Use, Recommend .& Retail

fcA; BQQKSTORE. . . AND

MORE!!!"

Sat.
Daily
10-5
Sun.
8-- 8;

HAIR FASHIONS

8-- 6

&REDKEN

Salon Prescription Haircare Products

,

--
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POLE VAULT --

Madden Woo- - 13'0"
Wangh Woo-WUaxwellGSU-- r
O"

TRIPLE

tb

JUMP-BukhalaWoo-S8,9-

woo-a-

"Vi

r

WOMEN'S DISCUS

Hocknanser Woo- - S3T 4th.
W High JUMP
1st
Halterman Woo-52- "
W LONG JUMP
Bukhala Woo-ITT'

Taa

Woo-lS'3-

3"

MEN'S LONG JUMP
3rd.
Reese woo-lt'WOMEN'S SHOT PUT
4th.
Hocknanser Woo-2y- "
MEN'S SHOT PUT
Adams
W Javelin
Hoekhaoser Woo- - 87 3rd.
Men's Javelin
9"

LnJuvJI ) uWULaJuVaUd

Woo-44'10"4- th.

Ererleth

3rd.

Woo-143- 8"

M DISCUS

jJU ULnJ U UWuLhU J U ClJ

Woo- - 129T'

Carmel

Wooster 51.0
ML Union 52.5

METER RELAY

M 4X400

Wooster 43.S
Glenville45.3

W 5000 METER RUN
Kangas
Thorndm All 19:37.4
Woo-19:05-

Ln
wuu
or Tatio $250 Coupon Towards Down Payment

.1

Sinopoli
Donovan All - 20:23.9
M 3000 METER STEEPLECHASE
Stowers GSU 9:50.7
Bunnell Woo 10:39.4
Safford Woo 11:01
Woo-19:49-

u

4th.

METER RELAY

W 4X400

.3

J

Trivers Woo 11:06.9
W 1500 METER RUN
Shaver
Nyitrom Woo- - 4 : 58.9
Diment
All-4:57-

.4

Woo-5:02- .9

Woo- - 5:04.3

Stevenson

M 1500 METER RUN

Bob Jones

Woo-4:09.- 6

Jarrell GSU 4: 09.7
Mellor

Woo-4:14- .4

Longhran All-- 15.1
100 METER HURDLES
0
Halterman
Franklin A1M7.5
From an
4
Tan
4:

Trans Am

Woo-16.-

Sunbird GT

Ftero GT

J

Congratulation s. For earning a degree, you may hay earned yourself a brand new
Pontiac at vary attractive financing. It's GMAC College Graduate Financing Plan
a special opportunity tailored to the special needs of recent graduates.
While you're getting established in your career, you won't have to worry about making payments
right away on your new Pontiac You can wait for 90 days.
Or, if you'd rather take a coupon worth $250 toward your down payment, go ahead. Choose the
plan that will help you most.
And you're not buying just any car. You're buying the driving excitement of Pontiac The perfect
cars tor recent graduates. Sporty, performing automobiles that are fun to drive, great to look at
and, best of all, Pontiac js affordable with G MAC'S College Graduate Financing Plan.

Pay Just 5

Down

5.

Anyone who is graduated in 1986 and employed or has a verifiable commitment for employment
is eligible. You must also have no derogatory credit. All you need is a degree and a job. It's that
simple. You can qualify anytime from right now until April 30, 1987.

Graduate Hotline

1-800245-9000

questions regarding GMAC's College Graduate Financing Plan, caH the
Graduate Hotline. If you're reading your school paper on campus, clip this number so you
can find out more about buying an exciting new Pontiac If you 're convinced you want to
buy see your nearest PontiAction dealer today!
THOMPSON PONTIAC

Cuyahoga Falls

Dealer

929-448-

1

POUCHENA PONTIAC

Ravenna

678-126-

7

BONELU PONTIAC

4
Wadewxth
TAYLOR PONTIAC
334-255-

Akron

535-185-

1

Owens Mt. Union-12.-5

Bukhala

8

Woo-12.-

MeCauleyWoo-13.-

3

All-13- .3

METER DASH
Lumpkin Woo-11.-2
Woo-11.-

I
I
I

j

HENSCHEN PONTIAC

MassMon

Alliance

837-351-

6

WILLIS PONTIAC

North Canton

499-339-

5

FAMILY PONTIAC
Canton 896-121-1

821-915-

0

MAIBACH PONTIAC

RMtman

925-501-0

TO WELL PONTIAC
Akren

535-500-

0

3

Medina

762-924-

6

Woo-51.-

Powell
800 METER RUN W
Shaver
Diment
.3

Woo-2:27-

Glantz

AU-2:29-

.3

.8

BurnettAll-2:31.- 4

M 800 METER RUN

Dean

Woo-2:01- .4

Dawkins GSU 2: 02.7

Brady

Woo-2:03-

.2

ShawkeyGSU-2:03.- 3

W 400 METER HURDLES
9
Kasmierski
Zimpleman ML
Woo-65.-

U-69- .1

Binnie

Polen

All-71- .5

MtU-78.- 9

M 400 METER HURDLES

3
Taylor
Harris GSU-58.- 7
Workman
Woo-57.-

PERFORMANCE PONTIAC CAL WIBLE PONTIAC
264-111-

3

Woo-11.-

All-2:28-

HOLLAND PONTIAC

Wooster

Dennis

Parsons GSU-11.- 5
6
Blosser
W 400 METER DASH
5
Kasmierski.
Zimpleman Mt.U-60.- 6
Nystrom Woo-64Farley GSU-72.- 6
M 400 METER DASH
Harris GSU 50.7
9
Carter
AI1-51-.9

1

If you have any

POJIWVfcOlON

AD-16- .9

100 METER DASH

Monroe

Now's your chance to establish credit. GMAC is aware you probably haven't made a major
purchase yet, but the company knows that because you have a degree and a job you're a good
credit risk. Everybody has to start somewhere. Why not start off in a new Pontiac

See your local

Antil

Woo-50.-

What About Credit Approval?

I

Woo-15.-

.8

Who Qualifies?

Toil-Fre- e

Woo-15.-

Woo-60.-

No matter what the interest rate is at the time you buy, your interest rate will be lower. Only
those on the Graduate Plan will receive the lowest rate in your area.

r
I

HURDLES

M 100

Lowest Possible GMAC Interest Rate

I

110

0
Taylor
9
Mandryk
Parsons GSU-16.- 5

Binnie

Take advantage of GMAC's College Graduate Plan, and you'll put just 5 down on a new Pontiac
You don't have to be an economics major to know that's a great deal.
Pontiac knows you haven't been able to save a lot of money at school. But at 5 down, buying
a new car is easy.

Just

All-19- .3

Woo-19.-

9

Woo-59.3-

B(vlHii All

"

"
ft

